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Five ways to increase
subscription revenue
See how strategic billing can
significantly boost acquisition and
retention for B2C businesses
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Surprising
source
of higher
revenue

Is your
billing
solution
delivering
a strategic
uplift?

The number of services available via online subscription is exploding—
and the big bang of subscription is only gaining momentum. Companies
want to turn one-time purchases into regularly recurring srevenue. The
siren song of subscription success is calling to executives in virtually
every industry. But, as companies that plunged into recurring business
models are realizing, subscriptions are more than just transactions
that recur. Subscription success can be illusive. Too often, subscription
models don’t generate the expected high, ongoing revenue streams.
What’s the secret to B2C subscription success? Ask 10 different leaders
of subscription-offering companies, and you could get 10 different
answers, such as great offerings, smart marketing, or the building of
subscriber loyalty. All good answers—and all success factors—though
hardly secrets. But there is a contributor that many leaders fail to
consider soon enough: strategic billing. When you approach billing
strategically, you improve acquisition, lower churn, position yourself for
faster global growth, and more.
The B2C subscription experts at Vindicia have identified five ways that
strategic billing improves a business’s bottom line. First, this ebook
explores the basics of subscription billing. Then, we examine five ways
that strategic billing measurably improves ongoing revenue streams.

Vindicia knows
subscriptions
We continuously mine over
15 years of subscription
intelligence for insights that
help us improve revenue for
our clients. Our wealth of
data comes from:
• 351 million digital
recurring accounts
• 273 million payment
accounts
• $38 billion processed
• 940 million transaction
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Subscription
billing 101

You can
just bill
or you can
realize more
revenue
by getting
payments
right.

You have the opportunity to bill strategically both before and after a customer subscribes. Or you risk
leaving revenue on the table by acquiring fewer customers and lowering retention.
Purchase/Checkout

Confirmation/Order Complete

Any Payment
Gateway

Payment
Processor

Banks and
Payment Networks

The process begins when you attract a subscriber to buy your offer. A subscriber signs up for a
subscription or membership, providing payment information. You—the merchant—turn to a payment
gateway to provide the information to the payment processor. The processor in turn processes the
transaction with the relevant bank or payment network. Success here means that you’ve won a customer.
To this point, it’s just like a one-time transaction. But then you—on your own, or through the gateway—
establish a payment schedule, entitle access to subscription goods or services, manage taxes, and store
the credit card or other payment info. Long‑term success requires that you retain the customer for as
long as possible.
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Strategic
billing
opportunities

Subscription
billing without
limits delivers
five revenuebuilding
advantages.

Look more closely at the core billing process and you’ll find five opportunities that strategic billing
enables—each of which directly impact revenue and subscriber growth.
Purchase/Checkout

Confirmation/Order Complete

With Strategic
Billing

Payment
Processor

Banks and
Payment Networks
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Acquire more
customers sooner
with greater
marketing agility

Turn to hybrid
business models to
add revenue

Expand into new
markets more
easily with the right
payment methods

Boost revenue by
optimizing pricing

Improve retention
and increase revenue
by resolving failed
transactions
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1

Use greater
marketing
agility to run
campaigns

Acquire more
subscribers
faster when
you launch
and refine
promotions
more easily.

The acquisition strategies of B2C businesses are hardly a secret. You advertise. You issue coupons. You
offer free trials. You incentivize current customers to introduce friends to your offerings. Online services
do all of these things, complementing any offline promotions with even more online efforts that leverage
search and social platforms.
It all adds up cost wise, especially with campaigns that involve broad targeting. So you should find the
most-effective promos you can. Highly targeted offers can help. But you have to package your offering
and create pricing with flexibility. When doing this, basic billing can limit you—but strategic billing frees
your marketers to get creative as they attract customers.

Choose the fast or slow lane
A simplistic or rudimentary billing system can slow your ability to run campaigns. Some billing platforms
make it virtually impossible to set up promotional pricing. Instead, you have to engage with IT to create
your offering.
In contrast, a strategic billing solution makes it easy for you to launch a campaign, create a coupon,
and refine an offer—without turning it into an IT project. Your team gets to be creative as they develop
promotions because they’re not worrying about whether your billing system can support their ideas.
Good ideas also get better more easily. You can test and refine promotions quickly with strategic billing.
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Add revenue
with hybrid
business
models

Free your
monetization
strategy from
limits set by
basic billing.

You want the ongoing revenue of regularly recurring payments. You’d
like to win a subscriber and then just sit back. But you don’t need to limit
yourself to only your recurring revenue. Depending on your service, you
might be ideally placed to offer one-time purchases, too. A food-related
service might offer cookbooks or cooking tools. An online coaching site
might sell athletic equipment. Either type of service could offer limitedtime upgrades for special events, such as celebrity-led classes.
Even within a core subscription or membership model, there’s
opportunity in flexibility. For instance, you may find that metered usage
makes your services more attractive to some prospective customers.
They can start with a low base fee and pay more as they use more.
You could also experiment with freemium, seasonal, or mixed-term
(daily, weekly, monthly, or annual) subscriptions.
When finding ways to make hybrid business models work for you,
your imagination is the only thing limiting you. Unless you use a basic
billing system. Many basic billing systems simply don’t accommodate
the exploration of new models. Each new idea becomes a new
“opportunity” for weeks of unwanted coordination between IT
and marketers.

Mix and match models
Blend traditional
subscriptions business
models with:
• Freemium subscriptions
• Pay-per-access
• One-time purchases of
goods or services
• Microtransactions
• Virtual currencies, such
as points
• Metered usage
• Limited-time upgrades
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Fuel global
growth

With more
than 90
payment
method
options
globally,
you need to
accept the
right ones.

To expand globally, you must accept the payment methods that are
popular in your target regions. Yes, people use credit and debit cards
all over the world. But that’s not enough. You want to welcome all
potential subscribers with the ways they want to pay—the odds are that
at least one of your competitors does.
Yet some billing solution providers may lead you to believe that you
just need to accept credit and debit cards along with PayPal to expand
beyond North America. Not so. In Latin America, that would cover less
than 60% of payments, based on the total number of transactions
processed in the region. In Asia and the Middle East, it would cover less
than 40%. To thrive internationally, you have to accept all regionally
popular payment methods. It’s just as critical to be able to conduct
transactions in local currencies and the local languages.
With strategic billing, you can accept all of the payment methods that
your potential customers prefer. You can also support any currency
accepted by your payment processors—and the language associated
with that currency. And a strategic billing provider should be able to
work with you to make sure that you have relationships with processors
that support all appropriate payment methods for your business.

Ask what to accept
If you need help choosing
which payment methods to
accept in specific regions,
ask your billing solution
provider. They should know,
and they should have
numbers, analyses, and
other evidence to back up
their recommendations.
Does your provider
not have a clue? Then
they aren’t offering
strategic billing.
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Optimize
pricing
and more

The right
price helps
you to
win new
customers,
lure
subscribers
from
competitors,
and improve
retention.

Getting pricing right shouldn’t be a game of getting close without going over. But too often that’s exactly
how B2C pricing works: pick a price that seems competitive, and hope it’s not so low that you’re leaving
money on the table. But that’s better than the alternative of an overly high price driving away potential
subscribers and lowering retention. Pricing may be a balancing act—but you don’t want it to be a
guessing game.
A small increase in pricing can make a big difference to your bottom line. So you could just make tiny
annual increases and be satisfied with an equally small jump in revenue. What you need is pricing
analysis gathered from subscription providers’ benchmarking data that targets a similar customer base
with a comparable type of offering. A basic billing solution won’t offer pricing insights derived from
benchmarking data. And they won’t offer any other types of analysis-based insights into areas related to
churn, chargebacks rates, or popular subscription terms.

Precision pricing
How do you find evidence of what the right price might be? With strategic billing, you partner with your
subscription payments vendor and their years of experience and wealth of payment transaction data.
They should be able to proactively help you to understand how your payments-related metrics stack up
against similar companies—and they should offer informed pricing advice. They should also be able to
give advice that improves revenue in other ways, such as through chargeback reduction.
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Resolve failed
transactions
to improve
retention

Proactively
resolving
subscriber’s
billing
issues could
immediately
boost revenue
by as much
as 5%.

Each billing period, you lose some subscribers to both active and passive
churn. With passive churn, your subscribers intended to stay with your
service, but couldn’t for various reasons—usually due to payment
issues. Too many businesses treat those lost subscribers as they would
cancellations. They invest to win the subscriber back, but that’s a double
waste. You lose revenue from any gap in the subscription, and you
spend to lure back someone who didn’t want to leave in the first place.
Many of the causes of failed transactions are temporary, and to account
for that, a basic, non-strategic billing solution will allow you to set up
transaction retries. But it won’t use analysis and optimized retry logic to
help you actually resolve failed transactions and keep more subscribers.
Analysis and optimization can reduce passive churn by as much as 1530% as compared to simple retries. Such a reduction can lead to an
immediate revenue uplift of as much as 5%.

Make retention
a science
Learn more about how
billing choices improve—
or drive down—overall
retention. Read the eBook
How to Boost Customer
Retention and Revenues by
Alashing Passive Churn.

To get the analysis that leads to dramatic increases in retention, you
need strategic billing. A strategic billing solution uses a combination of
analysis and subscription intelligence to respond to failed transactions.
Each failed transaction is accompanied by a response code—and a
strategic billing solution can account for the code. The result is a smart
response to transaction problems, and a much higher retention rate.
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Grill your billing provider
Do you have basic or strategic billing? It’s not hard to find out. Just
ask any potential billing platform provider the following questions:



How long does it take a marketer to create a trackable
coupon or other promotion?



What payment methods do you recommend for Europe
and other other global regions?



What’s the process for adding hybrid business models
and complex billing options, such as metered usage, in
your solution?



How does your billing solution resolve failed transactions
aside from automated retries?



What role does analysis play in your billing practice
recommendations?



Can you give me an example of how you’ve helped a
client optimize pricing?
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All the wins
of strategic
billing now

Billing
problems
are by far
the leading
cause of
passive
churn.

Whether you’re launching a subscription initiative or looking to make a current offering more
successful, strategic billing can give your business a measurable boost. Basic billing can only hold you
back. Vindicia delivers the strategic billing that helps to build more-successful subscription businesses.
Vindicia Subscribe, our subscription management and billing platform, helps you to acquire and retain
subscribers in ways that are impossible with basic subscription platforms or simple gateway solutions.
But Vindicia is much more than just a technology vendor. It’s our people—subscription payments
experts—who really set us apart. Behind the scenes, they are continuously working to refine and
enhance the features that give users a strategic edge, including:
• Marketing flexibility: Create, test, and refine offers quickly and with little or no help from IT.
• Support for continuously evolving business models: Experiment with hybrid business models
knowing your billing platform won’t limit you.
• All the currency, language, and payment options your customers want: Choose from among the
90+ payment options we support.
• Enhanced retention: Resolve 15-30% of failed payment transactions.
• Integrated tax, reporting, and anti-fraud capabilities: Readily implement best practices for billingrelated processes.
To learn more, read our eBook The Subscription Lifecycle: Subscription Business Success Requires
Intelligence at All Phases of the Subscription Lifecycle.
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Billing is a team sport
Vindicia works with you to get the
most revenue from subscription billing.
Our subscription payments experts don’t just contribute
to our technology. They work with our clients to help
them understand how transaction-related decisions
can boost revenue and further strategic goals. Through
subscription intelligence and sharing best practices, we
provide evidence-based guidance that helps our clients
to build subscription revenue more quickly.
The insights we uncover thanks to our wealth of data
can make an even bigger impact. At regular Vindicia
Client Business Reviews, we share analysis derived
from across our client base. We show you how your
metrics, such as those around pricing and retention,
compare to other companies in your specific industry.
And we can make recommendations that will help to
improve your results—and your bottom line. We can
also help you to choose the right payment options as
you expand internationally. Just as importantly, when
clients have payment-related questions, our team takes
a consultative approach to finding answers and sharing
our expertise.
Let’s start a conversation today about how strategic
billing can work harder for your business.
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Vindicia, an Amdocs company,
offers comprehensive
subscription management
solutions that help businesses
acquire and retain more
customers. Providing much
more than just a billing
and payments system, the
company’s SaaS-based
subscription management
platform combines big data
analysis, strategic consulting
and proprietary retention
technology. Vindicia provides
its clients with more recurring
revenue, more customer data,
better insights, and greater
value throughout the entire
subscriber lifecycle. To learn
more visit www.vindicia.com.
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